
AIR chairs are manufactured with either a backrest in a breathable mesh, in a choice of five colours, or with an upholstered backrest. The version with an 
upholstered backrest can be customised with horizontal seams. AIR chairs can also incorporate different arms, mechanisms and options to adapt to the 

specific needs of each user or project.

Born in San Juan de Luz in 1965, in 1982 he gained a diploma in Interior Architecture from the Boulle-Paris 
School. Later, he specialised in Industrial Design at the Experimental School of Madrid and, after several 
years’ experience in Parisian agencies, he decided to create his own design workshop in the Basque 
Country. He then began to collaborate with well-known enterprises in Spain, France and Portugal. His 
character and, above all, his listening skills have turned his creations into unique pieces that have gone 
down in history. He works above all for the world of furniture for both the home and the office and, as he 
himself points out, his designs are open to the possibilities of functionality, understanding and quality.
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Mesh backrests:
Ergonomic backrest composed of a reinforced polyamide frame covered with a 
breathable and hard-wearing polyester mesh. The T shaped backrest joint part 
is in black colour and includes the back height adjustment mechanism ±60mm.
The breathable mesh is made of polyester and nylon. It is available in white, 
black, lilac, green and grey colour.

Upholstered backrest:
Ergonomic backrest composed of a reinforced polyamide frame covered with a 
breathable 3D mesh and the upholstery fabric. The T shaped backrest joint part 
is in black colour and includes the back height adjustment mechanism ±60mm.
The backrests can be upholstered in any of the leathers or fabrics of the INCLASS 
swatch cards and also with fabrics supplied or specified by the customer.
The upholstery is available in two versions: plain or with horizontal seams.

SEAT
Ergonomic design with convex shape on frontal area which improves blood-flow in the legs. Inner plastic seat covered with molded high density and resilience 
CMHR polyurethane foam. The seat is height-adjustable via a gas-lift column. The seats can be upholstered in any of the leathers or fabrics of the INCLASS 
swatch cards and also with fabrics supplied or specified by the customer.

BACKREST
The backrests are available in two sizes and are adjustable in height ±6cm using an up&down system. They can also be equipped with an adjustable padded 
lumbar support. The backrests are available in two versions mesh or upholstered:

Height Seat height Width Seat width Depth Seat depth Weight (kg) Fabric (m)

AIR012
AIR022

111,5
101,5

51,5
41,5

70 46,5 70 46 19 0,8

AIR013
AIR023

100,5
90,5

51,5
41,5

70 46,5 70 46 17 0,8
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MECHANISMS
AIR chairs can be equipped with two types of movement mechanisms:

Synchro SY004 (standard):
Synchro tilt mechanism with side tension 
adjustment. It has five locking positions with safety 
unlocking. Seat tilt angle up to 11º and backrest 
tilt angle up to 22º. It allows the seat height 
adjustment. The mechanism is made of aluminum 
and comes finished in black. Optionally, it may 
include a seat depth adjustment function.

Synchro basik SY006 (optional):
Synchro tilt mechanism with tension adjustment 
knob. It has five locking positions with safety 
unlocking. Seat tilt angle up to 11º and backrest 
tilt angle up to 20º. It allows the seat height 
adjustment. The mechanism is made of a steel 
and comes finished in black.

Synchro SF001 (optional):
Synchro mechanism with self-tension adjustment 
for users from 40 to 120kg. Knee-tilt locking in 
one work position and seat height adjustment.

Height Seat height Width Seat width Depth Seat depth Weight (kg) Fabric (m)

AIR0042SI
AIR0242SI

111,5
101,5

51,5
41,5

70 46,5 70 46 20 1,6

AIR0044SI
AIR0244SI

100,5
90,5

51,5
41,5

70 46,5 70 46 18 1,5
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ARMS
AIR chairs can be equipped with 3 types of arms:

Polyamide fixed arms with 
integral polyurethane soft-
touch armrests in black colour.

Standard

Standard height adjustable 
arms in black colour.

Optional

4D polyamide adjustable arms.
Adjustable in height, width, depth 
and armrest rotation. Integral 
polyurethane soft-touch armrests 
in black colour.

Optional

4D polished aluminum 
adjustable arms.
Adjustable in height, width, depth 
and armrest rotation. Integral 
polyurethane soft-touch armrests in 
black colour.

Optional

CASTERS

Ø50mm twin wheel casters 
made with polyamide.

Standard

Ø65mm twin wheel casters 
with soft tread.

Optional

Ø65mm hollowed twin wheel 
casters with soft tread.

Optional

BASES

Base of polyamide Ø680mm 
with five spokes in black colour.

Standard

Base of die-cast aluminium 
with five spokes and polished 
finishing.

Optional

Ø50mm twin wheel casters 
with soft tread.

Ø50mm twin wheel casters 
with self-braking made with 
polyamide.

Optional
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CERTIFICATIONS & STANDARDS
- European standard UNE EN 1335-1:01.
- European standard UNE EN 1335-2/3:09.
- Certificate of comfort index.
- AIDIMA Quality Control Label

- The quality management system of INCLASS is certified in accordance with ISO 9001:2008 in all the design, manufacturing and sales procedures of its 
products.

- INCLASS production processes are certified according to environmental ISO 14.001:2004 quality standards and are carried out through the reduction of 
waste and energy consumption in order to minimise any impact on the environment.

WARRANTY
INCLASS MOBLES S.L. guarantees the products of the collection AIR against any manufacturing and materials defect up to a period of 5 years from the date 
of the invoice. All damages caused by misuse, accident as well as those having their cause on the lack of proper maintenance are excluded from this warranty. 
Natural attrition of fabric and upholstery foam is also excluded from this warranty. The customer must prove the date of purchase of the article with the 
invoice.

INCLASS replace or repair nonconforming products or components taking over the costs without any other liability.
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